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What is a text? 



Discourse Analysis
Language in Use

British D.A. was greatly influenced by the work of
M.A.K Halliday’s functional approach to language
(1973). His framework emphasizes the social
functions of language and the thematic and
informational structure of speech and writing



Discourse Analysis is interested in the
relationship between discourse forms
(grammatical, lexical, phonological) and
discourse functions.

Forms are the RAW materials which enable
students to use language FUNCTIONALLY.



A text is “language that is functional”, that is to
say …….

“language that is doing some job in some context”
(Halliday in Halliday & Hasan, 1985/ 1989: 10).

A text is a unit of language being used; it is not
simply a grammatical unit, but a form of
exchange, not a unit of form but of meaning, it
is a dialogue, a meaning-creation interaction
among speakers. (Halliday & Hasan 1976: 1-2,
1989: 11)



Text & Context 

• Language is influenced by dynamic elements 
present in its socio-cultural context: 
participants in the speech act, topic & setting 
(together with the addressee’s goal & 
communicative purposes) 



Context
• A frame of reference
• How should we interpret “He delivered a

punch?”
• Disambiguation* of textual elements as crucial

to understand the whole text
• Co-text: con-text, the context of words and

sentences that go with the text, an
interrelationship and interaction between
sentence elements, the linguistic context

*In linguistics, disambiguation is the process of determining which sense
of a word is being used in a particular context. Also known as
lexical disambiguation.



Context – Co-text
Words do not occur in isolation. The words of a text are surrounded
by their linguistic environment, called co-text; the text takes place in 
a broader environment, called context.
For example, the word order in the following sentence takes its
meaning from its co-text, that is to say from the words that follow
and precede:

YOUR ORDER WILL BE PROCESSED WITHIN 3-4 DAYS AFTER YOUR 
REQUEST IS SUBMITTED 

It can be clearly understood that this sentence has been
uttered or written within an event whose topic is a commercial 
transaction, and where the participants are the customer and 
the seller.



Context – Co-text

A different linguistic co-text of order would suggest a 
different context of situation as in the following
example:

Excuse me, can we order, please?

However, there are also cases in which the context helps us
disambiguate the meaning of a sentence:
The sentence She is a baby may refer either to a baby or to
an adult who looks or acts as a baby. The two contexts and co-texts
will help us understand the meaning of the following sentences:
1. Introduce your child to books when she is a baby
2. She shouldn’t have a baby, because she is a baby herself



• Context of situation: the extra-linguistic context, the total
environment beyond the text

• Example: ALT – Halt or Stop? Same function of the text
(warning, injunction) but diverse context and thus diverse
translation

• Bronislaw Malinowski (1922) – an ethnographic study on a
group of a South Pacific islanders: intimate links to cultural
background – ”culture functions to meet the needs of the
individual”

• how to render their texts in English? Free translation, literal
translation, translation w/ commentary -> texts w/in their
environment, -> immediate situation + cultural background

• He originated the school of social anthropology known as
FUNCTIONALISM



Malinowski coined this phrase – context of situation - in 1923:

«Language is essentially rooted in the reality of the culture, the
tribal like and customs of the people, and […]it cannot be
explained without constant reference to these broader contexts
of verbal utterances […] An utterance becomes intelligible when
it is placed within its context of situation».

Furthermore: «the study of any language, spoken by a people
who Iive under conditions different from our own and possess a
different culture, must be carried out in conjuction with the
study of their culture and of their environment» (1946: 306).



The next step, taken by Halliday in later years, was to
see language in action (1985:6) with the message
only clear to those who know what is going on. In
such situations it is necessary to provide not only a
description of what is happening, but also of the
total cultural background, because all these play a
part in the interpretation of meaning



In this functional perspective, a text is therefore
always seen as being strictly related to:

1- its Context of Situation, which is defined as
the immediate social and situational
environment in which a text is being realized,

2- the Context of Culture which is the ‘outer’,
more external, or ‘higher-order’ context
surrounding both the text and its specific
Context of Situation.

(Malinowski 1923)



An example of context of situation could take
place in a shop. ... The context of
situation forms part of the context of culture.

By context of culture is meant the meanings
and assumptions we share as a community of
people.



Context of culture

• Awareness of cultural differences and
similarities

• Culture: the personal development, the
knowledge of a country’s history &
institutions, the sociolinguistic &
anthropological sense: socially conditioned
aspects of human life (Ulrich 71)

• The definition of the Encyclopedic Dictionary
of Semiotics (Sebeok 1986 in Ulrich 71)



“Culture is the totality of the signifying systems by
means of which mankind, or a particular group,
maintains its cohesiveness (its values and identity
and its interaction with the world). These signifying
systems comprise not only all the arts (literature,
cinema, theatre, painting, music, etc.), the various
social activities and behavioural patterns prevalent
in the given community (including gesture, dress,
manners, rituals, etc.), but also the established
methods by which the community preserves its
memory and its sense of identity (myths, history,
legal systems, religious beliefs, etc.)”





A text, therefore, is basically made of

meanings that, in order to be communicated,

need to be encoded and expressed through a

system of graphic, phonic or visual signs. As a

thing in itself, it is a consistent semantic

unit.



A text is both an object, a product of its environment, of its

Context of Situation and Context of Culture, and an
instance of social meaning in a specific situation.

The relation between text and context is a systematic and
dynamic one:

- on the one hand, a text is the result of the context in
which it is being realized and where language is being shaped
to function purposefully;

- on the other hand, a context is then realized in turn by the
text: through a text a context is being created.
(Halliday in Halliday & Hasan, 1985/ 1989: 10-11). 



Context of Situation 
!Language use/context of situation: J.R. Firth (1950s-1960s) ->
linguistics as the study of meaning in terms of how lg functions in
context
!Variables: the participants, the verbal and non-verbal action,
other features, the effect of the verbal action
Context of Situation is seen as being comprised of 3 components,
or values, or contextual dimensions of variation (contextual
configuration, Halliday & Hasan 1985):
Field, Tenor and Mode (a set of values) or, respectively:
FIELD: what is going on?
TENOR: who is taking part?
MODE: how are the meanings being exchanged?



Register

• Halliday: language as the exchange of meanings in
interpersonal contexts

• Language, a part of the social system and
therefore subject to two types of variation:
according to the user – in dialect characterized by
regional and social variation, not entailing
variation in meaning, and according to the use,
which causes variation in meaning.

• Register: lexical and grammatical choices made by
speakers depending on the situational context, the
participants of a conversation and the function of
the language in the discourse.



• Through register we relate the functions of
language – ideational, interpersonal and
textual – with those aspects of the situation in
which it is being used, the structure of its
context – the field of discourse, the roles of
tenors, and the mode of communication.

• Different things and meanings according to
the social activity

• Registers tend to reflect conventionally-
accepted types of discourse, which mainly
differ in grammar & vocabulary



Metafunctions
Halliday’s three broad metafunctions: ideational, interpersonal and textual. 
Each of the three metafunctions is about a different aspect of the world, and is
concerned with a different mode of meaning of clauses. 
The ideational metafunction is about the natural world in the broadest sense, 
including our own consciousness, and is concerned with clauses
as representations. 
The interpersonal metafunction is about the social world, especially the 
relationship between speaker and hearer, and is concerned with clauses
as exchanges. 

The textual metafunction is about the verbal world, especially the flow of 
information in a text, and is concerned with clauses as messages. 

Malinowski's influence seems clear here: 

the ideational metafunction relates to the context of culture, 
the interpersonal metafunction relates to the context of situation, 
the textual metafunction relates to the verbal context.



Metafunctions
Through register we relate the
metafunctions of language –
ideational, interpersonal and textual
– with those aspects of the situation
in which it is being used, the
structure of its context – the field of
discourse, the roles of tenors, and
the mode of communication.



Field, Tenor and Mode.
Field – the nature of the ongoing social speech event and 
its subject matter, what is being spoken about; 
Tenor – the human participants in the interaction and the 
relationship between them, involving their status and 
discourse roles, as well as the attitude they take towards 
the subject matter and their interlocutors, 
Mode – the way that language is functioning in the 
interaction, which involves a series of features such as the 
degree to which the process of interaction is shared by the 
interlocutors, its ‘channel’, its ‘medium’ etc. 
(see Halliday & Hasan, 1985/ 1989: 12)



The field of discourse

• What (event, activity), what the participants
are doing with language (in space & time),
what (the subject-matter) & what the
participants know about it (shared/unshared
knowledge)

-> technical, scientific, legal, institutional
registers

• Identification of the field of discourse through
lexis & grammar



Field

• Field: what the text is about (science, education,
war, medicine, sports, linguistics, tourism, and
each one could be better detailed).

• Moreover,
– specialised vs. non-specialised (the vocabulary

specific to the field, or the vocabulary common to
other fields)

– Specialised vocabulary used in other fields but
with a different meaning in the current field (e.g.,
a “constituent” in politics means member of a
political unit, in linguistics a syntactic unit)



Field parameters

The ideational metafunction
• Experiential domain: types of texts
• Goal orientation: general v in-detail 

orientation towards categories of readers 
(websites v travel guides), when, where, how

• Social activity: a general or a particular reader





We know this is a recipe, and not a research report, partly through the field of discourse.
Within the context of situation, field refers to:
«what is happening, to the nature of the social action that is taking place: what is
it that the participants are engaged in, in which language features as some 
essential component?» (Halliday & Hasan, 1985, p.12)

We can divide field into three parameters:

1. experiential domain, or what the text is about. In the case of a 
recipe, it is about food and food preparation.

2. goal orientation, or what the text is for in terms of both short-
term and long-term goals. The short-term goal is obviously to make
the recipe, but the long-term goal is a little more complicated. Why
are we making this dish? Cultural differences? Context of culture?
This in turn affects the last area:

3. social activity, or what the text is doing. The activity of cooking. 



These three parameters together make up the field

of discourse, which is expressed through the 

experiential metafunction: there are specialised

lexical items, such as broth, arborio and peel, as well

as material processes, like simmer and stir. 

To a large degree, we also know that the above is a 

recipe thanks to external features such as lay-out, 

pictures, and the fact it says ‘recipe’.



The tenor
• The role relationship between the participants in the

communicative event -> level of language formality < social
situation & status of the participants

• Joos’s levels of formality (1961):
Ø Frozen (set phrases, conventional structures, wording,

rhetoric, intonation/large audiences). Frozen is considered
to be the most formal style with printed unchanging
language, for instance the Bible. It often contains
archaisms, features of writing that are no longer used.

Ø Formal (speaker/audience relationship, no
interaction/interruption). Formal involves one-way
participation and no interruption (wedding speech). This
style often contains technical vocabulary. Exact definitions
are highly important and the style includes introductions
between strangers



The tenor
• The role relationship between the participants in the
communicative event -> level of language formality <
social situation & status of the participants.

• Joos’s levels of formality (1961):
Ø Consultative (interaction: business, doctor-patient,
tutor-student) is two-way participation. Feedback
behaviour is used and interruptions are allowed.

Ø Casual (friends/social group, work, informal settings,
colloquialism, interruptions). Common features are
ellipsis, slang and interruption. No background
information is provided.

Ø Intimate (husband and wife, family, close friends) is
used in non-public situations. Intonation is highly
important and private vocabulary is often used.



Tenor
• Tenor: relationship between participants
Ø Power relations:
• Unequal: father/daughter, doctor/patient,

teacher/student
• Equal: friend/friend, student/student
– Formality: formal/informal
• Informal: I handed my essay in kinda late coz my

kids got sick.
• Formal: The reason for the late submission of my

essay was the illness of my children.
– Closeness: distant/neutral/close



Tenor 
The interpersonal metafunction
Three role relationships:
• Agentive roles or the institutional (or not) roles of 

the participants, such as doctor/patient, 
teacher/student, etc.; 

• Social roles: or the power relationship between
them which may be hierarchic or nonhierarchic and 
includes expert/novice and also conferred social 
status and gender, etc.;

• Social distance  or the amount or the nature of 
contact the participants may have, which ranges
from minimal (close friends) to maximal (formal
settings).



• The dialogic dimension: “all language use is
dialogic” and “writers engage in ‘inner dialogues’
in the process of planning, writing and editing
text” (Bondi 1999: 40)

• Relationships built within the text, around the
text (cultural and political orientation) or
represented in the text (the use of personal
pronouns):

Ø“HelloSardinia.com allows you to organise your
dream holiday from the comfort of your desk.”,
“Would you like to …”; “The 7 regions presented
for you here are … (www.hellosardinia.com).



Ø“for the tourists we are…” 
Ø“All of a sudden we see again before us the 

terrifying …” (Insight Guide 2001: 117), “We
recommend visits to…” (www.hellosardinia.com)

ØHelloSardinia.com is a unique reference tool for 
the “conscious” tourist, for those people who 
wish to embark on an intelligent holiday, a 
journey into a new culture and traditions, as well 
as for those who are simply looking for relaxation 
in the idyllic setting of the island with a thousand 
faces, Sardinia. (www.hellosardinia.com) 



Ø“Where can you find transparent seas and
uncrowded beaches, and spectacular Wild
West landscapes dotted with hundreds of
Bronze Age castles?” (Cadogan Guide, 2003:
12)

• Use of pronouns, interrogatives and
imperatives, exhortative and laudatory lexis

• Metadiscourse markers (lexical resources that
writers employ to organize their discourse and
state their stance towards the content or the
reader): connectives, code glosses, attitude
markers, modality and commentaries



Connectives (and, but, therefore, since, as..)
Code glosses (for example, for instance, e.g.,
infact, specifically)
Attitude markers (I agree, I disagree, fortunately,
hopefully, interest, interestingly)
Modality markers (expressing the subjectivity of
the speaker). Modal verbs, adjectives, adverbs,
nouns, verbs + hedging (markers expressing
caution, ambiguity, indecisiveness)



Deontic modality may convey two kinds of social
knowledge, i.e. obligation and permission.
Obligation is concerned with ‘what a person must
do’, whereas permission deals with ‘someone’s
authority to permit somebody else to do
something’:
«You may go at 4 o’clock». «All programs should
take place on schedule».
Epistemic modality deals with the possibility,
probability or impossibility of a certain proposition.
«She may be in her office». (It is possible that she is
in her office.)
«You’ve only just had dinner. You can’t be hungry
already». (It is impossible that you are hungry.)



• Writer’s stance (assertive, tentative,
committed, detached) expressed through
attitudinal adverbs: admittedly, certainly,
evidently, doubtfully, fortunately, frankly,
obviously, naturally, surely, surprisingly, etc…



Mode
• Mode: what part the language is playing in the

interaction
Mode refers to:
what part the language is playing, what the participants
are expecting the language to do for them in that
situation: the symbolic organisation of the text, the 
status that it has, and its function in the context, 
including the channel (is it spoken or written or some 
combination of the two?) and also the rhetorical mode, 
what is being achieved by the text in terms of categories
such as persuasive, expository, didactic, ecc.

–



Mode

• Mode: what part the language is playing in the
interaction

Role: Ancillary (language accompanying non-verbal
activity, as when we talk as we cook together) or
constitutive (the event is defined by the language, as
in a speech).

Channel: written vs. spoken, or a combination
Projected channel: where the actual channel is not the
intended channel: ‘written to be spoken’ (e.g., a speech),
‘spoken as if written’ (e.g., reciting)
A politician’s speech, for example, would be constitutive (the
language itself is the central focus), spoken (the politician is
speaking) but written (it is generally prepared on paper).



– Directionality: uni-directional channel or bi-
directional (unidirectional allows only 
monologue, while a bi-directional channel 
allows dialogue)

– Media: +/-visual contact (a telephone 
conversation, teams/zoom conversation); use 
of multimedia (blackboard, powerpoint, etc.)

– Preparation: spontaneous vs. prepared; 
rushed vs. time for reflection



Mode

• The textual metafunction: language roles in 
the interaction

• The relationship between text and images
• Textual and typographical features
• Intertextuality



Example 

• A recipe in a cook book
ØField: cooking (ingredients and process for

preparing food
ØTenor: expert writer to learner, learner is

beneficiary of the advice
ØMode: written, prepared. Text often read as

part of a process of cooking









Read:
pp. 69-71, 83-96 Ulrich 1992

Chapters 1, 3 and 4 Widdowson 2007


